We perform a detail theoretical study including decays and jet fragmentation of all the important modes of the single top quark production and all basic background processes at the upgraded Tevatron and LHC colliders. Special attention was paid to the complete tree level calculation of the QCD fake background which was not considered in the previous studies. Analysis of the various kinematical distributions for the signal and backgrounds allowed to work out a set of cuts for an efficient background suppression and extraction of the signal. It was shown that the signal to background ratio after optimized cuts could reach about 0.6 at the Tevatron and 1 at the LHC. The remaining after cuts rate of the signal at the LHC for the lepton + jets signature is expected to be about 6.1 pb and will be enough to study the single top physics even during the LHC operation at a low luminosity.
Introduction
The existence of the top quark has been established in March 1995 by the CDF and DØ collaborations at the Tevatron collider. [1] . Top quark has been discovered in the strong tt pair production mode.
The cross section of electroweak process of single top quark was found to be comparable with the QCD pair top production [2] . Single top production mechanism is the independent way of a confirmation of the top quark existence and straightforward key to measure the V tb CKM matrix element and to study the W tb vertex. Since the mass of the top quark is very large compared to all other quarks one might expect some deviations from the Standard Model (SM) predictions in the top quark interactions [3] . The single top quark production rate is directly proportional to the W tb coupling and therefore it is a promising place to look for deviations from the SM.
However one should stress that the task of background reduction is much more serious and important problem in the case of the single top comparing to the tt-pair production. It happens because the jet multiplicity of single top quark events is typically less than for tt-pair production and so QCD W jj and multijet backgrounds are much higher, and the problem of the single top signal extraction is more involved. That is why the detail background study is especially needed in order to find an optimal strategy to search for of single top quark.
Top quark decays into a W -boson and a b quark with the almost 100% branching ratio in the framework of the Standard Model. We consider here the subsequent leptonic decays of the W -boson to a electron (muon) and neutrino, as this signal has much less background and should be easier to find experimentally than channels with hadronic decay of the W boson.
MC simulation
In order to study a possibility of the signal extraction from the background we have created the MC generator for complete set of the single top production and backgrounds processes. Generator was designed as a new external user process for the PYTHIA 5.7/JETSET 7.4 package [4] . This generator is related to PYTHIA 5.7 by a special interface and uses FORTRAN codes of squared matrix elements produced by the package CompHEP [5] . For integration over the phase space and a consequent event simulation the Monte-Carlo generator uses the kinematics with a proper smoothing of singular variables [6] from the CompHEP and the integrator package BASES/SPRING [7] .
The effects of the final state radiation, hadronization and string jet fragmentation (by means of JETSET 7.4) have also been taken into account. The following resolutions have been used for the jet and electron energy smearing: ∆E had /E = 0.5/ √ E and ∆E ele /E = 0.2/ √ E. In our analysis we used the cone algorithm for the jet reconstruction with the cone size ∆R = √ ∆ϕ 2 + ∆η 2 = 0.5. The minimum E T threshold for a cell to be considered as a jet initiator has been chosen 5 GeV while the one of summed E T for a collection of cells to be accepted as a jet has been chosen 10 GeV.
For all calculations CTEQ3M parton distribution has been used. For the top-quark production we chose the QCD Q 2 scale equal to the top mass squared, while for W jj background Q 2 = M W 2 have been taken. For calculations of jbb and jjbb processes we chose the invariant bb mass for the Q 2 scale. Under the assumptions mentioned above the kinematic features of both signatures for signal and background have been studied.
Signal
We concentrated on the following set of processes at Tevatron pp and LHC pp colliders leading to the single top quark production:
where q is a light quark and X represents the remnants of the proton and antiproton. Basic Feynman diagrams for processes mentioned above are shown in Fig. 1 . We refer to the paper [8] which consider the whole set of Feynman diagrams for signal subprocesses. It is necessary to stress that pp → tW + X process contributes only with 5% to the total cross section at the 2 TeV upgraded Tevatron. It could be easily omitted at Tevatron energies but should be taken into account for the LHC energies since as we shall demonstrate below its contribution at the LHC will be about 30% of the the total cross section of the single top quark production.
For events analysis we have rescaled the total cross sections of the sinal top production using the results of the NLO calculations from the papers [9] (m t =175 GeV): for √ s=2 TeV σ(tb)=0.88 ± 0.05 pb, σ(W g = tqb + tq)= 2.43 ± 0.4 pb; and for √ s=14 TeV σ(tb)=10.2 ± 0.6 pb, σ(W g = tqb + tq)= 245 ± 9 pb. We found LO cross section of pp → tW + X equal to 98 pb at the LHC with about 8% uncertainty due to a choice of different structure functions. The cross section for pp → tW − + X was calculated using the following way. The process gg → tWb has been combined (diagram 3.2 in Fig. 1c shows the only one among 8 different topologies contributed to this subprocesses) with bg → tW (diagram 3.1 in Fig. 1c ) . Similar to the W -gluon fusion process the subtraction of gluon splitting term has been made in order to avoid a double counting:
In the previous studies the two above subprocess gg → tWb [10] and gb → tW [11] have been considered separately which being simply added leads to an overestimation and stronger scale dependence of the cross section. In addition we calculated the complete set of Feynman diagrams for uū + dd → tWb subprocesses.
However one should also take into account that the complete set of Feynman diagrams for W tb processes includes tt pair production subprocess. The tt pair production is one the background processes included separately into analysis. Therefore its contribution has been removed from the tW + X rate. It can be done in a gauge invariant way by excluding the kinematical region of W b invariant mass around top quark mass within 3 top decay widths as it was used in case of the e + e − collisions [12] :
. For our calculations we used: M t = 175 GeV, Γ top = 1.59 GeV.
As a result, we have 91 pb for σ(gb+gg → tW +X) real process , while σ(uū+dd → tWb+X) process gives additional 7 pb to the total pp → tW − +X cross section which is therefore expected to be about 98 pb at LHC.
Thus the total single top rate is expected to be about 3.5 pb at the upgraded Tevatron and 350 pb at the LHC to be compared to the tt production rate [13] 7.6 pb and 760 pb respectevly. Relative contributions of different subprocesses to the total single top quark production cross section at Tevatron are the following :
Relative contribution of pp → tb and pp → tW + X turn over at LHC:
As it was mentioned we consider here the leptonic decay modes of W -boson from the top quark and therefore the final state signature to search for the signal will be: e ± (µ ± ) + / E T + 2(3)jets where one of the jets is the b-quark jet from the top-quark decay.
Main backgrounds
The main backgrounds leading to the same e ± (µ ± ) + / E T + 2(3)jets final state signature as the single top signal are the following: pp → W + 2(3)jets (gluonic, αα s order and electroweak α 2 order)), pp → tt pair top quark production and j(j)bb QCD fake background when one jet imitates the electron.
All numbers for W jj(W bb) and j(j)bb backgrounds are presented below for the initial general cuts on jets: ∆R jj(ej) > 0.5, p t jet > 10 GeV for Tevatron; ∆R jj(ej) > 0.5, p t jet > 20 GeV for LHC.
Total cross section of W+2jets 'gluonic' background is more than 2 orders of magnitude higher than the signal one. This process includes 32 subprocesses for u, d-quarks and gluons in the initial state [14] , and the total cross section equals to 1240 pb for Tevatron and 7500 pb for LHC (s-and c-sea quarks give additional 3% contribution to the total cross section). The specific feature of the single top production is the high energetic b-jet in final state and one additional b-jet for W -gluon and W * processes. It is clear that the only chance to extract the signal from such an overhelming background is the efficient b-quark identification. We assume 50% of a double b-tagging efficiency hereafter.
However the cross section of the W +2jet process is so large that even with the requarement of a double b-tagging but due to a b-quark jet missidentification it represents an important part of the total background. In our study we chose 0.5% misidentification probability which based on the previous MC analysis [15] .
The b-quark content of the W + 2jet processes is fairly small -less then 1%. For the cuts mentioned above the total cross section for W ± bb process(gluon splitting) is 8.7 pb for Tevatron and 30 pb for LHC. However, the W + 2b − jet process is the irreducible part of the total background which has different kinematical properties from the main QCD W + 2jet part, and as will be shown below it depends differently on the cuts.
Therefore the W ± bb background has been considered separately and we have calculated it completely.
Complete set of Feynman background diagrams for W bb final state is shown in Fig. 2 for u− andd-quarks in the initial state. The main contribution comes from subprocess (a) with the gluon splitting into the bb quark pair. Diagrams with virtual photon (c) contribute only 1% to the total cross section. Contribution from W Z process (c) can be suppressed by applying cut on the invariant bb-mass. LO cross section for W Z is 2.5 pb at Tevatron and about 30 pb at LHC. For our analysis we apply K-factor=1.33 (1.55) for Tevatron(LHC) to rescale this number for the NLO total cross section [16] . Cross section of the process (d) of Higgs production (we take as an example m H = 110 GeV) is even smaller: 0.16 (1.8) pb (LO) at Tevatron (LHC), and it means the Higgs is really not an important background for the single top. We apply K-factor=1.25 (1.1) for Tevatron(LHC) to rescale the results for NLO one [17] . Diagrams (b) give very small contribution due to small value of KCM elements. An important background is top-quark pair production: when one of the top decays hadronically and another one -leptonically. One of the cut which helps to reduce the background is the cut on the number of jets which was required to be less than four. At the parton level this cut reduces the top pair rate very strong. However at the simulation level with a hadronization and jet reconstruction being taken into account the reduction of this background is not so strong anymore. And as a result the top-quark pair represents an important part of the background. This fact will be shown below. NLO total cross section for tt-pair production was taken [13] at Tevatron to be equal to 7.56 pb and 760 pb at LHC.
Another kind of the important reducible background comes from the multijet QCD processes. This happens due to a possible misidentification of jet as an electron in the detector. Though the probability of that is very small (of order of 0.01-0.03%) [18] , the cross section for such processes is huge and give a significant contribution to the background for single top production. For the analysis we took ǫ f ake =0.02%.
We have calculated the total cross section and made MC simulation for jbb and jjbb processes which are relevant for our signature if one the light jet imitates electron. In such a way we could simulate the basic distributions of the expected fake background and understand how strong it could be suppressed by kinematical cuts. The MC simulation of the fake background for the single top study is presented for a first time.
In the Table 1 and Table 2 all subprocesses giving jbb and jjbb final state signature are shown respectively with the corresponding cross sections for the Tevatron and LHC. In our
We performed two ways of calculation of the jjbb process, the complete tree level calculation and the splitting approximation when one uses the complete result from jbb with an additional jet radiation from the initial and final states. In such a way we have checked the validity of splitting approximation.
As it was expected the splitting approximation works reasonably well for the total rate if rather soft cuts on the additional jet are used and the difference increases if the more strong cuts are applied. The Table 3 illustrates such a difference in results for the approximation and exact calculations for various cuts on the p T of the second jet (that is the light jet with the smallest p T which is more likely an additional radiated light jet). Indeed one can see that for p j2T > 10 GeV cut the difference between exact calculation and the splitting approximation is only about 10 %: 70 nb and 64 nb respectively. But after p j2T > 40 GeV cut those results differ almost by factor 5: one has 1.2 and 0.25 nb for exact calculation of jjbb and splitting approximation respectively.
The expected difference in the distribution on the momenta transverse of the second jet is illustrated in Figure 3 . The distribution in case of the splitting approximation is significantly softer. Since we do not apply high p T cut on jet (one of them fakes electron, for which we apply 15 GeV p T cut) the difference between exact calculation and the approximation is of order of 25% for the fake background simulation.
Signal and background kinematical properties
The rate of the signal and backgrounds presented above clearly shows that even after b-tagging the signal is still more than one order less than the background. This fact requires a special kinematical analysis in order to find out a strategy how to suppress the background and extract the signal in an optimal way. The distributions for several sensitive kinematical variables for a separation of the signal and the background are shown in Fig. 4 for the Tevatron and in Fig. 5 for the LHC. The mentioned above effects of the jet fragmentation, detector resolution and energy smearing are included in the figures. Among the kinematical variables for separation of the signal and background the most attractive were found to be:
• p T of leading jet: p T of leading jet distribution for the signal has a peak around m top /3, while it is much p T jet max [GeV] Number of events softer for QCD background at Tevatron (Fig. 4) . The main difference between kinematical distributions for signal and background at Tevatron is that jets from W + jj and j(j)bb processes are softer and less central than those for signal with one very hard jet coming from top and another softer jet, accompanying top quark. For LHC there is no such striking difference in p T of leading jet distribution between signal and background. It happens because of higher CM energy and dominating contribution to the background from tt production (Fig. 5) • √ŝ -invariant mass of the system (Fig. 4,5 ): it is always bigger for signal than those for W jj and j(j)bb backgrounds. It is important to notice that tt background peaks at higher values of invariant mass of the system which is clearly seen in the case of LHC, where this background dominates.
• p T W : W boson tends to be harder from top-quark decay than from QCD processes.
• scalar transverse energy H T (Fig. 4c,5c ),
this kinematical variable has peak around 150 GeV for signal, around 300 GeV for tt background and peaks at the small values for QCD background.
• di-jet mass (Fig. 4,5) :
It is harder for signal than for QCD background, for which bb-pair coming mainly from gluon splitting, in the same time di-jet mass distribution of tt background has similar shape with the signal. Di-jet mass cut is also used for a reduction of WZ background.
Based on such different behaviors of the signal and background kinematical distribtuions the optimal set of the following cuts for the background suppression has been worked out: Cut 1: ∆R jj(ej) > 0.5, p T jet > 10 GeV, / E T > 15 GeV, p te > 15 GeV for Tevatron and ∆R jj(ej) > 0.5, p t jet > 20 GeV, / E T > 20 GeV, p t e > 20 GeV for LHC which are "initial" cuts for jet separation and W −boson identification Cut 2: p t jet max > 45 GeV Cut 3: √ŝ >180 GeV Cut 4: p T W >30 GeV Cut 5: di-jet mass> 25 GeV Cut 6: H T >100 GeV for Tevatron and 260 GeV > H T > 100 GeV for LHC Cut 7: 3 ≥n-jet≥ 2 Cut 8: 100 GeV ≥di-jet mass ≥ 80 GeV
The effect of the consequent application of this set of cuts is presented in Table 4 ,5. Number of events presented in the tables as well as in the Figs. 4,5 corresponds to the total integrated luminosity 2 fb −1 (100 fb −1 ) 1 for Tevatron (LHC) under the mentioned above assumptions of double b-tagging efficiency 50% and b-quark misstagging probability 0.5%.
The strong background reduction is clearly illustrated in Fig. 6a ,b,7a,b for the invariant top mass distribution before (a) and after (b) application of kinematical cuts. After cuts applied the background became about 10 times smaller at the Tevatron and 18 times at the LHC while approximately 60% (40%) of signal survived at Tevatron (LHC). Signal/background ratio becomes equal approximately to 0.6 at Tevatron and 1 at LHC. Such a background suppression will allow to measure the signal cross section with the high accuracy.
The cross section for single top quarks includes the W tb coupling directly, in contrast to tt pair production. Therefore, single top production provides a unique opportunity to study the W tb structure and to measure V tb . Experimental studies of this type are among the main goals of the single top physics. Using the single top quark search one can examine the effects of a deviation in the W tb coupling from the SM structure and directly measure the CKM matrix element V tb . Since the signal to background ratio is high after kinematical cuts applied the error of V tb measurement as was shown in [8] is expected to be of order of 10% at the Tevatron RUN2. In the same time much higher statistics and good signal/background ratio at LHC allow considerably improve the measurement of V tb value and test W tb vertex. Since statistical error for 10 5 events is less then 1%, then uncertainty of W tb vertex measurement at LHC depends on systematical errors and uncertainty of theoretical calculations for single top quark production cross section and for the backgrounds. That is why calculations of the next order corrections to the single top quark production including the corrections to the kinematical distributions but not only to the total events rate and a simulation of main backgrounds at the NLO level are important for the LHC. One could expect that theoretical uncertainty could be reduced up to the level of few percents resulting to the accuracy of direct V tb measurement of order of 1% at the LHC. 
Conclusions
The study of the single top-quark production versus complete background processes has been done. For calculations a special generator has been created based on the CompHEP and PYTHIA/JETSET programs. The computation shows the importance of the QCD fake background which was not taken into account in the previous papers. Study of the effects of the initial and final state radiation for jbb process shows that such an approximative method of simulation of higher jet multiplicity process has the accuracy of order 10% or less for the rate and gives significantly softer p T distribution of the radiating jet comparing to the complete calculations.
It was shown that after optimized cuts applied the signal from the single top quark can be extracted from the background with the signal to background ratio about 0.6 for the upgraded Tevatron and 1 for the LHC. The remaining after cuts single top rate in the lepton + jets mode is expected to be about 180 events at the upgraded Tevatron and about 2 · 10 5 events at the low luminosity LHC operation with 30 f b −1 accumulated data and assumptions made above. One can expect that Vtb CKM matrix element can be measured at upgraded Tevatron with an accuracy about 10% and hopefully with an accuracy of the order of 1% at LHC. 
